
Siemplify Remote Agent
Extend your Reach. Grow your Business.

Components

The Siemplify remote agent infrastructure consists of three main components:

Siemplify Security Operations Platform 
The industries only security orchestration, automaton, and response platform that 
addresses alert overload by automatically grouping disparate alerts into threat-based 
cases, speeding case closure rates, reducing false-positives, and eliminating 
redundant investigations.

Siemplify Publisher
A proxy component that receives and holds commands from Siemplify. The publisher 
accepts only incoming communication from Siemplify and Siemplify Agents.

Siemplify Agent
A cross-platform agent (Windows/Linux) deployed on the remote site. The agent pulls 
new jobs from the Publisher, executes locally (on the remote\separate network) and 
updates the Publisher with the results. The agent is easily distributed allowing remote 
sites (including customers of MSSPs) to self-deploy.

Deliver End-to-End Investigation and Response to your 
Customers with Ease

With the rapid growth of the managed security service provider (MSSP) market 
organizations have more choices to augment, or fully outsource their security 
operation needs. So how can you set yourself apart from the competition? By 
providing a comprehensive service that not only identifies threats but eradicates 
them anytime, anywhere without leaving your SOC. 

The Siemplify Remote Agent enables you to offer customers a comprehensive 
investigation and response offering, from triage to final remediation, designed 
to scale and adapt to their needs with ease. 

Unlike other solutions that require multiple instances of their SOAR product be 
deployed in remote locations to deliver response actions, Siemplify provides a 
portable, lightweight, cross-platform (Windows/Linux) agent that streamlines 
the investigation and response process, enabling your SOC team to investigate 
and respond to incidents inside customers environments remotely.

Benefits

• Offer a comprehensive, differentiated IR solution without adding resources 

• Deliver more value to customers minimizing risk of attrition

• On-board customers fast with easily deployable, lightweight remote architecture

• Provide customers with threat context never before possible

• Customize investigation and response actions (playbooks) per customer need

Capabilities

Connect to customer 
networks from centralized 

SOC with no additional 
overhead

Enrich alerts from data within 
customer environment easily

Take definitive remediation 
actions for customers from 

your SOC



Siemplify Remote Agent 

Remote Agent Data Flows & Protocols

Once an integration or a connector is configured to run remotely, the data flow is as follows:

1. Siemplify publishes a new job on the Siemplify Publisher (for an environment)

2. The Siemplify Agent installed on the remote environment continuously queries the publisher for jobs to execute

3. Once the remote agent identifies a new job, the agent fetches all the job data and executes the job actions

4. The remote agent publishes the results, its attachments, and the operations performed to the Siemplify Publisher
5. The Siemplify Publisher detects the job completion, retrieves the result data and attachments, and performs any residual tasks on the 

Siemplify Publisher
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Communications

Siemplify Platform
• Communicates with the Publisher on port 443 under TLS 

• Configured to Email agent installation links over SMTP (must use SMTP ports)

Siemplify Publisher
• Binding to port 443 for communication with the other components

• Stores temporary execution data and metadata (encrypted) 

• Keeps scripts and dependencies relevant for execution (encrypted)

• Keeps log records (no sensitive data)

Siemplify Remote Agent
• Communicates with the Publisher on port 443 under TLS

• Communicates with all third-party security products in the remote network in order to run the relevant actions

• Stores connector information (Gzip) and a config file
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